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Atal Ji’s Vision for the Voluntary Organisations
Shri Vajpayee has been instrumental in initiating several path-breaking ideas that
have proved him to be a beacon for building a modern India. Time and again his vision on
socio-economic measures, international and domestic policies have helped us create
framework for building a New India.
In 2002, he likened nation-building to a chariot that is driven by five horses. These
five horses being the Central Government, the State Governments, Panchayati Raj
Institutions, the private sector, and voluntary organizations and community-based groups.
He said that the chariot can run fast and in the right direction only when all the five horses
run in co-ordination. With these words Shri Vajpayee, once again, carved a path for New
India, which is now articulated by present Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
The New India Movement that Modi ji has ushered in, targets the roots of poverty,
corruption, terrorism, communalism and casteism through the New India Pledge ‘Sankalp
se Siddhi’. In his 2019 address he recalled the spirit of 1857 struggle for freedom, where all
citizens and communities had joined hands for independence. The time now is to invoke the
same participation with the same ownership from all segments of the society, and contribute
to a movement for good governance. The voluntary sector has an important role to play
acting like a ‘setu’ that will transform and help India gain impendence from the negative.
One such example is the opportunity given by the pandemic. COVID-19 has had a
devastating impact on the health, sanity and livelihoods everywhere. During this time the
existing disaster response and relief machinery of the government came under intense
pressure but platforms such as I-CAN arose like a sea of humanity. The citizens and NGOs
participating provided a safety net. Numerous examples of NGOs using creativity and
ingenuity to innovate & respond to the new challenges demonstrated their ability to adapt,
scale and pivot services.
I-CAN platform is connected those who are in need of help and those who can
provide help by geo-tags in 25 states where our volunteers were located. This allowed us
speed, accuracy and a real time reach.
Atal ji recognized the spirit of voluntarism and social service which runs very deep
in Indian society and, if properly harnessed, could be a tremendous force for social
transformation. In this issue, we celebrate this spirit of volunteerism and commitment
demonstrated by the voluntary sector.

We are forever grateful to him for laying an
unshakable foundation for easy exchange of new,
disruptive ideas, preparing India for new millennium!

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji:
Building a New India of Atalji’s dreams

I-CAN Participates in Tagore International Festival of
Arts and Culture – Vishwarang 2020

1400+
Registrations

AB
Prerak
Stats
11+
Trainings
340+
Preraks
Trained
17+
States

Tagore International Festival of Arts and Culture- Vishwarang 2020, a festival of Literature and Arts in Hindi and Indian Languages where
over 100 authors, artists and theatre and film personalities from over 15 nationalities, Winners of Nobel and Booker Awards Gyan Peeth and Padma
Awards, Professors and Students from various Universities of the world came together. The virtual inaugural session was attended by honorable chief
minister of Madhya Pradesh Shivraj Singh Chouhan, Dr. Vinay Sahasrabuddhe (Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha and the President at Indian Council
for Cultural Relations), Madhya Pradesh’s Minister of Education Mohan Yadav, Kathadesh’s Editor-in-Chief Mukesh Verma, Vishwarang 2020’s
Director, Co-Directors and Siddharth Chaturvedi. Vishwarang 2020 concluded with the 72 online sessions over 10 days on various topics of current
relevance. I-CAN was a proud partner for the event. The I-CAN team supported the event in all possible forms and moderated several sessions. I-CAN
connected to a global community through this festival. The event reached 3 million + views across 15 nations, that included 300+ performances. I-CAN
was awarded appreciation letter from Vishwarang organizing committee for its efforts.
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Fulfilling Atal Ji's Dream: NGOs Partners
Continue to Work Relentlessly
It is no surprise that the poor and other vulnerable groups suffered the most from the COVID-19 pandemic. In response, the government rapidly expanded its social
protection programs. But it was evident that the government alone was not able to take these programs to the common man. When it comes to responding to a pandemic of
the scale and gravity such as COVID-19, there seems to be one indispensable approach: Think fast and locally. The shocks of hunger, health and economic are staggering
in their breadth and scale threatening the lives and long-term livelihoods of millions of poor people, and could push an additional 140 million into extreme poverty.
The pandemic in India saw voluntary action step in and step up as the first response to immediate need. Even now as we face an uncertain future, the NGOs of the
voluntary sector are the unsung heroes that helped the government in the delivery of social welfare. This highlighted the fact that need for the government to working in
partnership with the voluntary sector, is critical for us pulling through this crisis as a country. Many of the I-CAN NGO partners rapidly formed new relationships between
voluntary action and the state, forging a new ‘partnership of necessity’. Here are some examples of the hero’s and the work they did.

Delhi
(5016+ People Impacted*)
An administrator
from Bihar, reached out to
our Co-win warrior Sunil,
from Delhi NCR. He was
seeking
urgent
assistance, as many migrant daily wagers from
Bihar, stuck in Dwarka,
Delhi were sending distress messages to him.
He shared with Sunil that they have not had food for
the past few days and are desperate for food and
ration sup- plies. Assuring the administrator of
providing all possible help, Sunil began contacting
people in his network who could help in providing
relief to these workers. Soon enough he contacted
Mr Amrender, a businessman from Bihar and
shared with him the plight of hundreds of work- ers
stranded in Dwarka. Vowing to help, Mr Amrender
procured the resources needed to pro- vide supplies
to 2000 families, single-handedly. Afterwards,
warrior Sunil and Mr Amrender’s team coordinated
the delivery of ration supplies to 2000 families of
migrant workers from Bihar.

1400+
Registration

•••
A score of
Rickshaw pullers from
Laxmi Nagar, Delhi
NCR were struggling to
bear the lockdown and
were
contemplating
migrating back home,
even if it’s on foot, to
overcome their gained
hardships.
awareness aboutWarrior
the dire circumstances of the
Anmol
rickshaw pullers in his area. He immediately
started coordinating with local residents and
politically active community mem- bers and
along with them addressed the rickshaw pullers.
He assured them of providing all possible help and
also made them aware about the dangers of
travelling in the Corona crisis. Anmol also took up
the responsibility of providing them regular
ration supplies to the families of rickshaw pullers
so that they don’t struggle for food and plans to
continue assisting them till the lockdown lasts.

•••
Shiva ji Raja,
hailing from Aligarh, had
got stuck in Sector-20, Rohini, New Delhi because
of the sudden lockdown.
He had a medical emergency at home and needed
to travel back to Aligrah
urgently. He reached out
to the I-CAN network and contacted warrior
Pradeep from Delhi and shared with him his
plight. Pradeep immediately got in touch with the
police authorities of the area. He managed to
contact the DCP of region, Sh. Jitendra Meena

and shared with him the emergency. Soon enough a
travel pass was issued for a taxi which Pardeep only
arranged, which then took Shivaji and his two fellow
companions to Aligarh

•••
Maharashtra
(1524+ People Impacted*)
Another important
intervention happened in
Mumbai where an NGO
named Manav Kalyan Sewa
Sangh in Ghat- kopar west
was serv- ing food twice a
day to 200 poor people of the
area. The founder of the
NGO , Mr Anil Rathore was in need of some sup- port
as his organisation was running out of funds and ration
to continue cooking and distributing food and posted his
need on the I-CAN portal. Through the portal this need
reached our warrior Mr Bhola in Mumbai. He contacted
his friend, Bhupendra jee, who was volunteering for a
com- munity kitchen in Ghatkopar east, discussing Mr
Anil’s requirement of food for 200 people, twice a day.
He agreed to provide the needed food packets to Mr
Anil, provided they could arrange for transportation and
assist in their kitchen. The three individuals then
discussed how to go about it over a conference call and
in no time Mr Anil’s requirement of 400 food packets
daily were met, ensuring that the needy in Ghatkopar
west area continue to be fed till the lockdown.

•••
Mr Pradeep Jena
and 13 other people were
workers at a factory in
Murbad, Thane. Originally
from Odisha, they were stuck
without work or pay in the
lockdown. They were in need
of ration and other essential
supplies, as they did not have
money left to sustain themselves. Their need was
informed to Co-win warrior Milind. On that day itself,
Milind delivered ration kits containing Rice, Dal,
Onions, Potatoes, Salt, Sugar, Tea Oil and masala for all
14 persons personally ensuring they have essential
supplies during the remaining period of the lockdown.
In another incident, it was also informed to our warrior
Milind, from Thane that around 40 families living in
Veer Savarkar Nagar, Vangani, Thane were in urgent
need of food. He then coordinated with a contact in
Vangani and with his help arranged cooked food for all
of them through the Community kitchen run by the gram
panchayat in Vangani.

•••
An NGO under the I-CAN network, Manthan
Foundation, Chakan, Pune was approached by migrant
workers from Chhattisgarh, Uttar pradesh, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Uttrakhand, Maharashtra
other districts.

These
migrant
workers were daily wages,
construction
workers,
helpers,
company
workers, drivers etc. They
had not got their salaries
for the month of march
and were left with no
ration supplies to sustain
themselves. The head of the NGO Ms Asha Bhatt
got to know about their situation and coordinated
with two other local organisations Chakan Industrial Association and SANY company, to provide
food packets to 600 migrant workers. She also
contacted their supervisor and talked him into
releasing their salary for the month of March,
ensuring they are able to sustain themselves.

•••
Telangana
(2,670 + people impacted*)
In
Jagtial,
Telangana
young
students and ac- tivists
came to the res- cue of
over 150 families of daily
wagers. Cowin Warrior
Satyanarayana
was
informed about the need
for ration and food
supplies of many workers
and labourers in Jagtial region. This require- ment was
circulated by him amongst a network of youth, students
and activists of the region. These youngsters together
ensured that ration and vegetables are delivered to
almost 150 families, so that they don’t have to skip
meals in the lockdown.

•••
Around 250 poor
labourers
from
Wanapar- thy, Telangana
were
in
need
of
assistance and food
relief. Their earnings had
stopped
for
the
lockdown, and were
stuck without food with
no ration left. Warrior
Ravinder from Telangana was made aware of their
situation. He immediately coordinated with a local
NGO by the name B.R Ambedkar Charitable trust
and informed them about the requirement of food for
the la- bourers. They then worked together to ensure
that food kits are provided to all 250 people.

•••
West Bengal
(1,778+ people impacted*)
Many families of daily earners and casual labourers in Jorasanko, Kolkata were left with no means
to earn and get food in wake of the COVID lockdown.
Their plight was informed to cowin warrior Anirban
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in kolkata. He got in
contact with Mr Sunil
Harsh,
President
of
Jorasanko
Nabayubak
Sangha. Mr Sunil and
local youth volunteers of
his organisa- tion started
work
in
the
area
distributing around 70
food packets daily since
the lockdown. The coor-dination between his volunteers and our warriors
ensured that these people were fed. Mr. Sunil Harsh has
also extended assistance to the people in the area by
arranging ambulances, medicines for those in need and
delivering groceries to senior citizens in the area, so far
serving 563 people.

•••

Beauti Chakraborty, CoWin
Worrier
from
Balarampur, Purulia,
West Bengal got to know
from I-CAN dashboard
about the needs of
Bishnu Pramanik from
Berma,
Balarampur.
Bishhnu
worked
as
barber, going door to
door to offer his services and supported his family of 6
door,
members through his earnings. He was facing a crisis
due to lock-down as he was unable to earn money. The
family were in need of ration and food supplies. Warrior
Beauti coordinated with a local NGO, HOPE Trust, to
arrange ra- tion packets, containing Dal, Potato, Mustard
Oil, Salt, Sugar, Cooking Masala etc enough to last a
month.Finally, she ensure that the family is delivered the
ration and their need is fulfilled.

•••
Sumanta Mondal, our
warrior from Duttapukur, 24 Parganas North,
West Bengal received the
request of a family
submitted on the CoWin network. Nikunja
Ghosh and her family of
6, also from Duttapukur
were in immediate need
For ration, and essential groceries as the family had no
rations left to cook and would have been forced to skip
meals. The lockdown had left the family with no
source of income hence they could not procure ration
on their own. Sumanta arranged ration supplies for the
families and delivered it to them, that day itself,
ensuring they don’t have to sleep hungry.

•••
Karnataka
(349+ people impacted*)
Anupam Sharma, our
Cowin warrior in Bengaluru, was informed
about a need registered
on the ICAN portal. 20
people from Odisha, all
migrant workers, were
struck in Koramangala
region of Bengaluru and
were having to starve
without food. They needed food supplies and
groceries but help from BBMP was not reaching these
men. This area was about 15 km away from the
warrior, so he contacted N R Ramesh Ji, a Politician
in the area (BJP District President South Bengaluru)
for support. Within a couple of hours, owing to swift
action on part of the two, ration and groceries were
delivered to the stranded workers.

Ashish Ghosh and 5
others, originally from
West Bengal, had left
their homes and came to
Karnataka, for work.
They
were
migrant
laborers dependent on
their daily earnings and
for the lockdown they
were stuck with Yadgir,
Karnataka with no food or work. Their needs were
registered on the net- work and the relief process was
initiated. Warrior Anand Chavan from Karnataka
contacted Siddharaj Birada, another warrior from
Gulbarga district, and informed him of the two. As
Yadgir is about 90km from Gulbarga, they both were
searching for the local resource which could as- sist in
providing relief to the six workers. Soon enough they
coordinated with Sharan Gouda, who was already
helping 500 people in Yadgir with food and other needs,
they informed him of the needs of these people and their
dire situation. On the day itself, Mr Sharan reached out
to these workers and provided them food. Not only this,
he further talked to the landlord of the accommodation
where these workers were living together and
encouraged him not to charge the rent for these poor
people, at least in the lockdown, to which the landlord
gave his consent.

•••

Mohsin was one among
63 people from North
East India (Manipur, Nagaland & Assam) who
were living in narrow
lanes of Shivajinagar,
Bengaluru along with
women and children. He
contacted Reforest India,
a local NGO for supplies
& groceries. The NGO raised a request for their needs
on the Co-win Action Network. Warrior Janet from
NGO Reforest India, with assistance from members of
her family, friends, and neighbours, pro- cured groceries
and vegetables for these people and then Suneal
Purushotham, Reforest India volunteer handed over to
the people in need.

•••
Jharkhand
(449 + people impacted*)

In Jharkhand’s Gumla
district, 12 labourers
were in desperate need of
essential food articles.
Their need was submitted on the ICAN portal
and then forwarded to
our local warrior Shashank Raj in Gumla city.
Upon receiving the infor-mation, Shashank started arranging food and staples
for them. Many community members came forward for
help upon his initiation and in no time essential food
supplies were handed over to the 12 labourers.

•••
In the slums of Mohanpur, Giridih, Jharkhand,
two families of wage
workers were under distress for their inability to
get proper meals in the
lockdown. Rajesh, a
warrior from Giridih,
entered their need on the
portal and contacted
Abhivyakti foundation, a
localNGO,
NGO listed as a resource in the area on the netlocal
work and shared the need. NGO further coordinated
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with Mica Exporters Association, a local body, and
with their help provided ration kits containing two
weeks of supplies to the two families.

•••
Our Cowin warrior Ramashsish from Mosaboni block, East Sing
hbhum, Jharkhand
noticed that many poor
in his area were having
to go hungry and were
also being exposed to
the virus because of not
having proper shelter.
He immediately entered
their need on I-CAN and got to work, collecting
resources to procure grains, masks and soap for the
poor and distributing the same to around 60 people
in need in that area.

•••
Madhya Pradesh
(737+ people impacted*)

In slums near Trilanga
area
Bhopal,
many
families of daily wagers
were facing distress because of their inability to
procure enough supplies to feed their loved
ones twice a day. Their
needs were registered
on the CoWin portal and informed to warrior
Abhimanyu from Bhopal. Abhimanyu worked in
coordination with other warriors from Mad- hya Pradesh
to ensure basic ration supplies were delivered to over 50
families of the basti.

•••

Harshil Agrawal, a cowin
warrior
from
Chhatarpur,
Madhya
pradesh got the information through the ICAN
portal regarding the
urgent
medical
requirement for a female
patient suffering from a
brain tumor posted by her
son Ved, a local resident
of Chhatarpur. They were not getting the re- quired
medicine locally, So Harshil made all the possible efforts
to arrange the medicines for her. Within 3-4 days he
managed to get the medicines from Sagar, Madhya
Pradesh via a government ambulance which was
returning after dropping a patient there, and delivered the
same to Ved.

•••

Another story of medical assistance came in
from
Madhyapradesh.
Purvi Jain and her two
sisters were in deep distress as their Father, who
had a heart attack in
Sagar, Madhya Pradesh,
as they were stuck in
Indore. Our Co-win
warrior reached out to
Help them. He coordinated with the local SDM and
Member of Parliament from Indore to ensure that the
three girls were allowed to travel to Sagar safely.
*The impact numbers mentioned are of the
stories which have been submitted on the portal,
the number of needs fulfilled and the total
impact generated in any state is exponentially
larger than the number of success stories
submitted.
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I-CAN launches Pariksha Saphalta Series to address
Causes and Prevention of Exam Stress
India Co-win Network has been organizing the Pariksha Series
in association with I-CAN Wellness team. The webinar on ‘Exam stress
– causes and prevention’ on 03/01/2021 was moderated by Ms. Shewtha
Badhra. The speakers for the same were Dr. B. Ebenezaar, an
experienced personality from the field of education and consultant
psychologist & Dr. GC Kavitha, a cancelling psychologist and
psychotherapist as well as I-CAN wellness coordinator.
Through which the exam season become a stress-free and
enjoyable one. And when it comes to the announcement by the CBSE
and ICSE they have announced that the exam schedule there seems to
be a children's of stress in the air. I would like to know from you as to
how the stress is different from in this year as compared to the early
years?
Dr. Ebenezar stated that the general stress is a combination of
anxiety and pressure, anxiety of what's going to happen, what's going to
be the result whether it is a high or low marks, etc. Such emotional
changes happens in the body and when pressure adds to it, it will give
us stress. Stress is common phenomenon whenever we talk about
exams. The word exam strikes some sort of stress comes to us. This
stress now is entirely different because it has the magnitude of the
pandemic as it hits everybody's life including the teacher, student,
parent, administrator who are going to conduct this exam. Under lack
of physical presence, lack of physical structure definitely has added a
stress leading to a kind of helplessness. As exams are coming closer
mindset is also changing.
Students must be serious to do something. Discipline is very
important to lead the every day’s routine. Group activities can also play
a vital role. Students can decide the timings for a specific chapter and
later on can discuss it over a conference call. The technology is so
advanced that students are physically distance but not socially distance.
Students can work in groups virtually to get confidence of being
together and doing well. If you want to do anything in life, do not forgo
the exercise regime. When you will exercise, the daily
DOSE(Dopamine, Oxytocin, Serotonin and Endorphins) of hormones
release which keeps body healthy. Avoid unnecessary kind of
beverages, caffeine, etc.
The biological clock says you be awake in the daytime and rest
at the night time. Don't reverse the principle of life. Wake up early and
sleep early. It will give more retention of the memory. There are several
factors which cause this physical physiological and behavioral stress or
psychological stress, but there are also solutions to it. Students may ask
to teachers or may ask experts to deal with the stressful situations.
Ventilate your feelings and anxiety.
Dr. Kavitha expressed that even without the pandemic, the
probability of getting sick is equally in, even without a pandemic, the
probability of getting into an accident and then not able to give an exam
is equally in, without a pandemic the probability of suddenly forgetting
everything is equal. Because we have conscious anxiety.
The first thing we need to really admit, acknowledge, and
accept, appreciate the fact that this is the problem not limited only to a
student it is limited to every person on this globe. Do not bother so much
about future circumstances. Following all the safety norms one must
continue with their work. Get away from social media that will distract you. Use social media selectively. Virtual meeting will be more beneficial for problem solving activity,
group discussion assignment solving, etc. Make a peer group with the friends, make a feedback mechanism to discuss answers. Revise the whole syllabus repetitively.
Practical knowledge is important of the subject.
Most important thing in life is belief. Without Belief things don't move. Students have to believe in their whole study, which they carried out throughout the year.
There are many units, chapters and many things. Whatever you have done previously and if you have expertise in it, then there will not be need to worry. Don't fear for
unexpected questions. Just attempt it with the pre-existing knowledge base. So many online resources are available, many teachers have come forward to provide free online
resources. Just cover the syllabus. Try to practice more. Apply the knowledge that will help students to become more courageous, more confident for the exams.
The session was concluded on the positive motivation for the children to have a strong mind, be fearless to face the challenges and follow the discipline and be a
successful one. The session came to an end with the I-CAN Anthem.
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I-CAN Preraks put Beekeeping Training to Practice
to earn a Livelihood
For generations tribal communities braved the challenges and dangers of the
wild and collected honey from the hives deep in the forest. Traditionally, in Telangana
the Kolam community is largely known for collecting honey from forest during
summer and winter the erstwhile Adilabad district is in fact known across the state for
its organic honey. However over the last few years beekeeping business and honey
hunting in areas around Hyderabad has seen a large number of beekeepers, beekeeping
companies and honey societies in the city. The organization that conducted workshops
helped people understand importance of Bees train them and provide them with
beehive boxes are also under rise.
Ravindra Kumar pydi, Director Agriculture Technology Centre said, Bee
farming has increased in the last few years and the search can be attributed to more
urban population including techies showing inclination towards the sector. Traditional
honey hunters say there was a lot of Buzz about bees going extint and this could be the
reason behind the surge in the beekeeping activities. Lakshmi Katabathina, a beekeeper
by profession from the city said there is a significant increase in beekeeping. We need
more people to take up this line of work considering the increase in demand for money.
There is a vast potential for beekeeping in our country however due to lack of
knowledge scientific beekeeping is not being practiced largely by the big beekeepers
she added. Lakshmi is certified in beekeeping from the ministry of rural development.
She visits her farm ‘The Beekeepers farm' in suraram of Qutbullary regularly to check
the health of the bees. She found her passion for bees from her early years. ‘I want to
create more awareness over beekeeping by teaching the harvesting techniques to
youngsters.’ There are many subsidies allowed by the government in beekeeping which
makes it easier for everyone to start beekeeping on their own. Lakshmi said, whose
father implemented traditional way of honey bee pollination to increase crop yield
every year. She has European bees on her farms which require 4-7 immigrations in a
year.
Indira Reddy is a school teacher and an NGO coordinator. But her passion led
her to take beekeeping. She has 60 beehives boxes in Vikrabad and Nalgonda and 5
boxes in and LB Nagar. “The beekeeping business has definitely increase in the city.
It is partially due to awareness and of the importance of pollination and increase the
yield and other aspects. Even educated individuals are taking a beekeeping as selfemployment, she added. Beekeeping has a lot of financial potential since it helps
produce a wide range of bee production including honey, wax, jelly and pollen that are
in huge demand in the market. Srinivas an honey hunter from Mall village of Yacharam
Mandal believed The bee population has increased due to covid-19 lockdown because
there was less human activity. Pointing out the need for government intervention, he
said farmers have to be educated more on organic cultivating. This will help the
apiculture fields immensely and increase bee population as well, he said.
In Telangana, districts such as Vikarabad, Adilabad and Nalgonda have major bee
population. There is a good enough bee population in the city as well. In recent times,
the demand for raw honey is surging since the environment watchdog center for science
and environment said honey sold by some major brands in India was adulterated with
sugar syrup.

Townhall for Changemakers Labs under Y4AB Programme
India Co-win Action Network’s Youth for Atmanirbhar Bharat (Y4AB)
organized the townhall event to help students solve their doubts and be inspired by
the work others are doing. Total 41 students who have collected 205 challenges in
their areas were present for the event. The students are proceeding forward to the
create solution phase by sharing their action plan and will start with implementing the
solutions. The other students are completing their assignments and challenge
collection and moving forward. Y4AB team is sending reminders and solving doubts
of the other participants who are yet to complete the collection of challenges phase
and will be orienting them to move further in the process. We have collected
challenges from the respective states Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Telangana, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Orissa, Bihar, Delhi
and NCR, Haryana, and Jharkhand.
Agenda for Town hall Change makers Lab was to brief on progress done till
now in the Google classroom (Collect Phase and the other Cs), focus on the
Importance of Collecting Challenges/ Dreams: Precautions to be take while
conducting surveys, sharing of experience (Shortlisting 5 people to share their
experience), discussion on Challenges being faced, question and answer, step
forward, etc. Questions asked to the students were Why did you start this project
(vision/cause/need/passion), What approach did you take for collecting challenges
(explain your approach, with examples), What challenge/s did you face (bring
one/two examples), What support did you receive and from who (bring one/two
examples), What has been your biggest achievement from this project?, etc. The event
was very insightful for the changemakers.
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Atmanirbhar Bharat Prerak Success Stories
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I-CAN NGO Partner’s Success Stories
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Social Media Mentions

Resolution- The Ultimate
Case Study Competition
brings you an opportunity to
build your own perspective to
put your problem-solving
skills and managerial acuity to
work. ICAN supported the
event and provided its
feedback on the case studies.
ICAN interacted with the
participants from across the
country.
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